Thank you for showing your love today!

Giving *Tribute* Tuesday is Here!

Your Tribute gift goes twice as far thanks to a generous $10,000 match challenge from Dalio Philanthropies!

This year, many of us are separated from the ones we love, so we wanted to offer you the chance to show them how much you care in a beautiful, lifesaving way: by giving a gift of love and hope to an animal in their name! We took Giving Tuesday and transformed it into Giving Tribute Tuesday!

But this campaign ends at midnight tonight, so... Today is the day to give!

We've had a wonderful response since we launched Giving Tribute Tuesday on Thanksgiving. And thanks to a generous matching challenge from Dalio Philanthropies, every Giving Tribute Tuesday gift is going twice as far to do twice as much to help twice as many animals!!

Your tribute will be posted on our virtual tribute wall on our website. Tributes are posted in the morning and evening and will remain posted through the end of the year.

Just click the button below to send your tribute now!

GIVE A TRIBUTE NOW!!

❤ Thank you for showing your love today! ❤
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